Odd-Lot Bond Pricing After the SEC Order
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Ian Blance is Managing Director of Voltaire Advisors. Ian has
over 25 years experience in the financial markets focused on
research and valuation of securities and derivatives. He is a
regular commentator on valuation and risk issues in the media
and a frequent conference speaker.
In his earlier career Ian developed and ran securities valuation
operations for two of the major information vendors and has
provided consulting services for the others. Ian spent 4 years
as Head of Evaluated Pricing for SIX Financial Information,
based in Zürich, Switzerland and 12 years with Interactive Data
Corporation, setting up and building their fixed income
valuations business in London and subsequently becoming
Managing Director of the market leading Evaluated Pricing unit
in New York. Before Interactive Data, Ian was an economist and
senior bond strategist in investment banking.
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Welcome

Ian Blance – Voltaire Advisors

1005 - 1045

Odd-Lot Bond Pricing
What did the SEC Order state?
What was undertaken?

What behavior was not covered?
What are implications for other funds?
What should funds be doing now?
How should odd-lot bond positions be addressed?
What are the complications here?
Summing up
1045 - 1100

Audience Q&A

What did the SEC Order state?


From Feb-Jun 2012 for its BOND ETF PIMCO bought 156 odd-lot non-agency
MBS positions at a discount and then marked them according to vendor
evaluated prices for round lot positions



In 43 of these cases there was no reasonable basis that the evaluated price
reflected the possible exit price for these positions



This led to an overstatement of the value of the BOND NAV



Pricing policies and procedures did not address these issues or odd lots in
general



Reporting of prices that did not reflect market value to Pricing and Valuation
Committee’s lay with the traders without sufficient oversight and guidance



Challenges from the Pricing Group and Administrator were dismissed and
eventually closed down.



Misleading reports were given to investors and the Board of Trustees about
the reasons for the performance
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“

… pricing policies and procedures … were
not reasonably designed to consider
these issues or odd lot pricing in general.
SEC Order
ia-4577

”

What was undertaken?
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Engage a consultant to review compliance policies and procedures in relation to
the valuation of odd-lots with specific reference to:
o

The use of evaluated pricing marks (para 30-34)

o

The responsibility of traders to highlight pricing discrepancies (para 39-40)



Implement any recommendations arising from this review, unless reasonable
objections are raised



Pay nearly $20m in civil penalty, disgorgement and interest

What behavior was not covered?
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Original October 2014 Wells Letter focused on TRF not BOND



Initially reported that SEC was looking at purchases of odd-lots at discount to make up a round lot
and then priced accordingly



This is not covered in the order



We believe that this can be justified under the rules



Also not covered is ability to buy a round lot at a discount to pricing provider mark – i.e. ‘superior
execution’



Beware though – if the fund does not consider the evaluated price a reasonable exit price for its
position then it should not be used



See - https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2014/33-9616.pdf - pp. 285-8
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“

… depending on the circumstances, it is
not necessarily improper to value an odd
lot at a pricing vendor mark.
SEC Order
ia-4577

”

What are implications for other funds?
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Our own research and market intelligence suggests that:
o

The use of ‘odd-lot’ strategies is widespread in the industry

o

Fund valuation policies and procedures typically do not take this into account

The SEC Order has a number of implications for other mutual funds:
o

Odd-lot pricing needs to be addressed by all funds asap - not just PIMCO!

o

This applies to all asset classes, not just NA MBS (see Order para 64)



Likely increase in operational complexity for some portfolios with more exceptions
and potentially more references to Pricing/Valuation Committees



Beware an SEC ‘sweep’!

What should funds be doing now?
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Review current written valuation policies and procedures
Note that what is not written down, the Commission does not really consider to be valid!



If not present, then explicitly address the valuation of odd-lot positions



Review current processes for identifying when position prices – either from a trading desk or
from a vendor – do not represent the fair or exit value



Address the operational responsibilities for this process and provide guidance for escalation to
Pricing or Valuation Committee’s



Review current reporting of pricing exceptions to fund Board and actions deriving from this

How should odd-lot positions be addressed?
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Define an odd-lot
Definition needs to be appropriate and justified for your portfolio!





Address how such positions should be priced:
o

We recommend discount to pricing vendor mark unless it can be justified otherwise and
until circumstances change

o

Fully document any changes in circumstances justifying different approach

Document review and responsibility process for these positions
o

How often will the position be looked at?

o

By who?

o

What activity will prompt a review?
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“

There is no standard definition regarding
what constitutes an odd lot.
SEC Order
ia-4577

”

What are the complications here?
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Definition of an odd-lot:
o

$1m is vendor standard

o

Not appropriate for some asset classes (e.g. emerging markets)?

o

Also depends on the size of the issue?



Odd-lots as exceptions in day-to-day operations



Evidence requirement for changed circumstances:



o

Have you purchased enough for this now to be deemed a round lot?

o

Is there observable market activity suggesting that odd-lots are now worth the same as
round lots?

Materiality?

Summing Up
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All fixed income mutual funds should address the issue of odd-lot
valuation



This should encompass all asset classes



Responsibilities of all parties for reporting and escalation need to be
defined



Reporting to fund Board needs to be clear



Write It Down!

Audience Q&A

Thank You!
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